ABSTRACT We report the low temperature carbon monoxide recombination kinetics after photolysis and the temperature dependence of the visible absorption spectra of the isolated aSH_CO and 13SH-CO subunits from human hemoglobin A . Within this model a distribution of activation enthalpies for ligand binding accounts for the structural heterogeneity of the protein, while the preexponential factor, containing also the entropic contribution to the free energy of the process, is considered to be constant for all conformational substates. Optical spectra are deconvoluted in gaussian components and the temperature dependence of the moments of the resulting bands is analyzed, within the harmonic Frank-Condon approximation, to obtain information on the stereodynamic properties of the heme pocket. The kinetic and spectral parameters thus obtained are found to be protein dependent also with respect to their sensitivity to changes in the composition of the external medium. A close correlation between the kinetic and spectral features is observed for the proteins examined under all experimental conditions studied. The results reported are discussed in terms of differences in the heme pocket structure and in the conformational heterogeneity among the various proteins, as related to their different capability to accommodate constraints imposed by the external medium.
INTRODUCTION
It is generally accepted that structural fluctuations are necessary for the penetration of ligands or substrates from the solvent to the active site, through the protein matrix. However, a regulatory role of protein dynamics at the functional level is still often questioned. To gain insights into this matter, we started a comparative study on the dynamic properties of proteins with different physiological roles, i.e., myoglobins on one side and hemoglobin or its isolated subunits on the other, using optical spectroscopy and flash photolysis as experimental approaches.
The temperature dependence of optical absorption spectra of heme proteins can be related to the interactions of the optical electrons with nuclear vibrations (Cordone et al., 1986 Cupane et al., 1988; Leone et al., 1987; Schomacker and Champion, 1986; Srajer et al., 1986) . Based on this correlation, the optical spectra thermal behavior of SW-Mb' and Hb-A has been investi- gated (Cordone et al., 1986 Cupane et al., 1988; Leone et al., 1987) . The temperature dependence (between 20 and 300 K) of the first (MJ) and second (M2) moment of all observed optical absorption bands of human deoxy, oxy-, and carbonyl-HbA, can be rationalized in terms of a harmonic model for the coupling between the optical electrons and the nearby nuclei (Eq. 2 in Theoretical Background) and is not influenced by the replacement of ethylene glycol with glycerol in the external medium. In contrast, in deoxy, oxy-, and carbonyl-SW-Mb a considerable solvent dependence of M, is observed, but not of M2, and the model fails in predicting the thermal evolution of the first moment while being successful with the second. The different behavior of SW-Mb as compared with Hb was suggested to arise from the different aggregation state of the two 'Abbreviations used in this paper: Hb = hemoglobin; HbA = major proteins and/or from intrinsic structural and dynamic properties of their heme pocket .
Flash photolysis as a function of temperature provides information on the effect of dynamics on the functional behavior of proteins (see e.g., Ansari et al., 1986; Austin et al., 1975) . This approach has been used in a comparative study on several myoglobins and Hb subunits using glycerol/water as solvent (Winterhalter and Di Iorio, 1987) . Systematic differences were observed between the two classes of proteins. The activation enthalpies for CO rebinding from inside the heme pocket, as obtained from low temperature kinetics, are higher in the myoglobins than in the Hb subunits and this situation is reflected in a higher degree of geminate ligand recombination at room temperature in the hemoglobin chains than in the myoglobins. Furthermore, the distribution of activation enthalpies derived from the flash photolysis measurements at cryogenic temperatures (see Eq. 3 in Theoretical Background) is considerably broader for the myoglobins and the PSH Hb subunits than for the ASH chains (Alberding et al., 1978; Winterhalter and Di Iorio, 1987) . The same behavior is observed when the chains are inserted in iron-cobalt hybrids (Winterhalter and Di Iorio, 1987) , therefore excluding effects of the higher aggregation state of the "free" 13SH subunits in determining their larger distribution of enthalpies. These findings were explained in terms of a different deformability of the heme pocket in the various proteins (Winterhalter and Di Iorio, 1987) .
Here we combine the efforts of the Palermo and Zurich groups and compare the thermal behavior of both optical spectra and CO recombination kinetics after photolysis of the aSH and 1SH human Hb subunits and of SW-Mb in ethylene glycol/water and glycerol/ water mixtures.
THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

Optical spectroscopy
Electronic transitions are coupled to the vibrational motion of the nearby nuclei. This coupling explains the sharpening and shift of the optical absorption bands which is observed when the temperature is lowered. A theory on electron-vibration coupling, which accounts for the temperature dependence of the optical spectra of color centers in crystals, has been developed long ago (see e.g., Markham, 1959) . The electronic transition from the ground to the excited state is considered to be instantaneous as compared with nuclear motions (Franck-Condon approximation) and the electronlattice interaction energy to be quadratic in the displacement of the nuclei from their equilibrium positions. According to this theory, which has been successfully applied to study the optical absorption spectra of hemeproteins (Cordone et al., 1986 Cupane et al., 1988; Leone et al., 1987; Schomacker and Champion, 1986; Srajer et al., 1986) (Markham, 1959; Schomacker and Champion, 1986) .
The sums are extended over the entire set Ij) of normal modes to which the electronic transition under consideration is coupled. In Eq. lb the term I2 takes into account the temperature independent homogeneous broadening due to the finite lifetime of the excited state . If (Baldini et al., 1965 : Markham, 1959 (Austin et al., 1975) . The three processes are interpreted in terms of a sequential-barriers model (Ansari et al., 1986; Austin et al., 1975) in which the exponential component is related to the penetration of the ligand from the solvent into the protein (solvent process), the slower of the two nonexponential components is assigned to the migration of the ligand through the protein matrix (matrix process), and the other to its combination to the iron directly from inside the heme pocket (pocket process). Below 120 K only ligand binding from within the heme pocket is observed; the protein is frozen in many conformational substates whose distribution reflects the dynamic properties of the system at physiological temperatures (Ansari et al., 1986; Dlott et al., 1983; Doster et al., 1982 
where ko is the preexponential factor, also containing the entropic contributions to the reaction, and R is the gas constant.
It is difficult to obtain g(H) by numeric inversion of the integral in Eq. 3, being 
Hemoglobin chains
Human aSH and 1SH hemoglobin subunits were prepared in the CO form after a modification of previously published procedures (Bucci, 1981; Geraci et al., 1969; Ikeda-Saito et al., 1981) Immediately after the elution from the CM-52 column the PMB chains are concentrated at 0°C to 15 ml with an ultrafiltration chamber under 300-400 kPa of pure CO. For SH groups regeneration a Sephadex G-25 column (4) 3.5 x 60 cm) is equilibrated with 0.1 M Tris-HCl buffer pH 7.4 containing 0.1 M KCI and 0.5 mM EDTA. 15 ml of the equilibration buffer containing 10 mM 2-mercaptoethanol are applied on the G-25 column immediately followed by the 15 ml of PMB chains. The subunits with regenerated SH groups are eluted with 2-mercaptoethanol free buffer. After a solvent exchange to 10 mM phosphate pH 7 and a concentration, by ultrafiltration under CO, to 10 mM the subunits are checked for purity and complete SH groups regeneration by isoelectric focusing and UV absorption spectroscopy (Winterhalter and Colosimo, 1971 
time).
The experimental setup and methods for the optical measurements have been described previously (Cordone et al., 1986; Leone et al., 1987) . The spectra were taken on a Jasco Uvidec 650 spectrophotometer; the spectral bandwidth was fixed to 0.4 nm and the time constant to 1 s. Data were recorded at 0.4-nm intervals on magnetic tape for later analysis. To allow comparison of the presently reported spectra with those of HbA-CO and Mb-CO, previously obtained on a Cary 118C spectrophotometer , the wavelength calibration of the two instruments was carefully checked by scanning the 586 nm emission line of a deuterium lamp. the type
For the enthalpy distributions the modified r function g(H) = H3'L-exp(-'P * H) was used, where the enthalpy peak position is given by Hpeak = (3i~1)/T.
(6) (7) A large value of T corresponds to a narrow distribution width. The integral in Eq. 5 was computed numerically by the Romberg method to an accuracy of 10-,AOD units per each value of time and the total area of the enthalpy distribution was normalized to unity. The global reduced x2 was minimized according to Marquardt (Marquardt, 1963) in the AOD space, weighting each experimental point on the basis of its reciprocal variance computed from the standard deviation in transmittance (Bevington, 1969 For the aSH chains and SW-Mb the solvent effects on the center and width of the enthalpy distribution are barely above the experimental error. In contrast, in the case of the PsH subunits the distribution in glycerol has a somewhat larger Hp,,k and is definitely broader compared with that in ethylene glycol. Fig. 3 also shows that the g(H) profiles are narrowest for the caSH, broader for the 3H chains, and even more so for SW-Mb, in agreement with previously published data (Alberding et al., 1978; Winterhalter and Di Iorio, 1987) . Concerning the preexponential factors we note that they are solvent independent only for the aSH chains and that in the other cases are larger for the measurements in glycerol than in ethylene glycol (Table 1) . Fig. 4 shows the visible spectra at various temperatures of the carbonyl derivative of cts' and PsH chains in both solvents used. All spectra consist of two main bands assigned to a single m -3 i* transition (Eaton et al., 1978; Eaton and Hofrichter, 1981) , the high frequency one (Q,) being considered the vibronic of that at lower frequency (QO). The thermal behavior of the band profiles for the as' chains is very similar to that reported for human Hb (Cordone et al., 1986) and is practically identical in ethylene glycol/water and in glycerol/water. Instead, sizable differences are found for pSH chains in the two solvents. To obtain the moments of these bands, we have carried out a deconvolution of the spectra in Table 3 .
DISCUSSION
The data shown in Figs. 2, 3, 6, and 7, in Tables 1 and 3 reveal unique optical and kinetic properties for each of the proteins investigated, also in terms of their susceptibility to changes in the solvent composition. Whenever an influence of the external medium on a given protein is seen, this applies to both flash photolysis and absorption spectroscopy data. The most relevant aspects of these results demand a detailed discussion.
a) Differences between proteins
Even without considering solvent effects, the low temperature flash photolysis data reveal characteristic features for each of the proteins investigated, in terms of activation enthalpy distributions g(H) and of preexponential factors ko (Fig. 3 and Table 1 ). Also, the optical spectroscopy data reveal sizable differences among the various proteins in the thermal behavior of Ml and M2 of both QO and Q, (Figs. 6 and 7), resulting in different values of the parameters A, C, and D (Table 3) . iii) Sperm whale myoglobin Also in this case the solvent composition influences the time course for CO rebinding, but, compared with the ,3 chains, produces opposite effects being CO rebinding faster in glycerol than in ethylene glycol (Fig. 2 c) . This result is in agreement with a previous report by Cordone et al. (1990) and reflects large differences in the preexponential factor and minor ones in the g(H) distributions ( Fig. 3 c and Table 3 show that the M2 thermal behavior for both visible bands is, in SW-Mb, unaffected by the solvent composition. In contrast, the temperature dependence of Ml is influenced by the solvent and exhibits a marked sigmoidal shape. Furthermore, at low temperatures the values of Ml are higher in ethylene glycol than in glycerol (Fig. 6 ).
c) Correlation between kinetic and spectroscopic behavior A relevant point, emerging from this investigation, is the correlation between the solvent effects in the CO binding kinetics and on the thermal evolution of the optical absorption spectra. The first correlation is between the width of the g(H) distributions (Fig. 3) and the values of the parameter C in Table 3 . Broad enthalpy distributions correspond to large C values and, as the g(H) becomes narrower, the parameter C drops down to nearly zero, as for the Q0 band of the a chains (Table 3) all proteins investigated, in both solvents and for both spectral bands (Q0 and Q). When g(H) is solvent independent (ao chains and SW-Mb) M2 and C are not influenced by the external medium. Conversely, when the width of the g(H) distribution depends on the solvent composition, as for the L subunits, M2 and C are also affected.
As pointed out in the theoretical section, C takes into account i) the homogeneous broadening of the spectral bands, ii) the coupling of the electronic transition with high frequency modes, and iii) inhomogeneous line broadening due to the presence of substates. The high frequency modes-coupling2 and/or the homogeneous line broadening of the spectral bands are likely to be fairly insensitive to changes in the external medium and therefore we ascribe the solvent effect on parameter C, observed for the I chains (Table 3) , to differences in the distribution of conformational substates. Taking into account the effect of the external medium on the g(H) distributions relative to the ,B chains (Fig. 3 b) , this interpretation of the solvent dependence of C implies a nonrandom mapping between the frequency of the optical transitions and the enthalpy barrier for CO rebinding from inside the heme pocket. The difference between the C values obtained for the Q0 band of the ,B chains in the two solvents (-70 cm-') gives an estimate of the contribution of the inhomogeneous broadening to the width of the optical bands. More quantitative conclusions cannot be drawn from our data due to the high standard deviations in the estimated values of the fitting parameters (Table 3 ). The presence of inhomogeneous broadening in the spectral bands of SW-Mb and the correlation between spectral and functional heterogeneity has been already proposed to explain the blue shift of the Mb-CO Soret, Mb near IR (-760 nm), and IR CO stretching bands occurring during carbon monoxide rebinding after photolysis (Ansari et al., 1987; Ansari, 1988; Ormos et al., 1990) .
A further correlation, between the values of the preexponential factor and those of Ml at low temperatures, emerges from the data reported in Table 1 and in Fig. 6 . Whenever the solvent composition influences log (ko) (3 chains and SW-Mb), a change of Ml is also observed in the opposite direction. Some considerations can be made on the possible physical origin of this correlation. The preexponential factor ko contains the entropic contribution to the free energy of ligand binding and has been related to the effective volume of the heme pocket Frauenfelder and Wolynes, 1985) . One would therefore expect an increase in ko if the constraints imposed by the external medium on the protein produce a decrease in the volume of the heme pocket. The distal residues E7 and Eli have already been proposed as responsible, to a large extent, for the changes in the heme-pocket free volume and the "packing" of the heme cavity is likely to influence the geometry assumed by the bound CO. Thus, in SW-Mb the most populated of the three different geometries of bound CO (A states), detected both by IR spectroscopy ) and x-ray 2We note that these high frequency modes occur most likely within the heme plane (heme macrocyclic vibrations) and their frequency and coupling to the w-r -Tr* transitions should be fairly insensitive to the average protein structure. crystallography (Kuriyan et al., 1986) , is "off-axis" by -280 while in the synthetic SW-Mb mutant, in which the distal histidine is replaced by a glycine with a considerable increase of heme-pocket volume, only one IR CO stretching band is seen, corresponding to a geometry of binding which deviates by 200 from the heme normal . The log (ku) values for low temperature CO binding in glycerol/water to native SW-Mb and to its mutant with the distal glycine are, respectively, 9 and 8.4 (Table 1; Braunstein et al., 1988) . On the basis of these observations it could be proposed that to a displacement of the distal residues away from the heme should correspond an increase in the heme pocket free volume and, as a consequence, a more axial geometry of CO binding and a decrease in ko. If , ii) with x-ray crystallography results showing a reduced steric hindrance at the distal side of the a subunit within the Hb tetramer (Perutz et al., 1987) , and iii) with XANES data indicating a more linear geometry for the Fe-CO bond in the a chains than in the a or in SW-Mb (Congiu Castellano et al., 1989) . But 
CONCLUSIONS
The picture that we propose on the basis of our results is the following: I) The a. chains, with their solventindependent narrow g(H) distributions (Fig. 3 a) and low C values (Table 3 ) display the lowest functional and spectroscopic heterogeneity and have a low level of steric hindrance at the distal side of the heme. This situation is consistent with a small distal contribution to the enthalpy of ligand binding.
II) The 13 chains have a larger heterogeneity than the a subunits, both in kinetic (Fig. 3 b and Table 1 ) and spectroscopic (Table 3 and Fig. 7) terms. Futhermore the solvent composition influences the shape and position of the g(H) distributions as well as M2. The low temperature M, values and the log (ko) are indicative of a higher packing of the heme pocket and a CO geometry of binding slightly more tilted as compared with the a chains. The difference with the a chains is larger in glycerol than in ethylene glycol. The postulated increase of distal side hindrance, combined with the fairly small Hpeak values shown in Fig. 3 b, renders the overall enthalpy of CO binding to the P chains sensitive to changes in the solvent composition.
III) Sperm whale Mb exhibits, among the proteins investigated, the largest structural and functional heterogeneity. The peak enthalpy for CO rebinding from inside the heme-pocket is considerably larger than in the Hb subunits (-10 kJ -M`vs. 4-5.5 kJ * M-l) and the packing of the heme-pocket is higher. Under these conditions, the structural perturbations induced by changes in the solvent composition (mainly of distal nature) cannot significantly contribute to the overall enthalpy of ligand binding. This explains why in SW-Mb the g(H) distribution is practically unaffected by the solvent, even though some alteration at the distal side of the heme are likely to occur, as shown by the changes in the low temperature M1 (Fig. 6 ) and in the preexponential values (Table 1) .
